to 'follow [the poem's] thought rather than set out its products.' 6 Ultimately, Wilkinson argues, '[t] he objects of thought we extract from poems are mere stones until restored to prosody.' 7
These thoughts are as compelling as they are 'misty,' and they raise many questions. How does the method Wilkinson advocates differ from, or contribute to, such established canonical motifs as the heresy of paraphrase, or the much-maligned and fought over deconstructive injunction il n'y a pas de hors-texte? What is the nature of the 'hybridity' discovered by such a method? Is this hybridity only available in poems? Can any poem be followed -or only those whose content lends itself to being unpicked and reintegrated? What advantages has the experience of prosody over any other experience for restoring a 'full being in the world'? What does Wilkinson mean by 'intersubjectivity,' exactly? In the short course of the essay's seventeen pages, the ' dense, intersubjective world' is never more than alluded to. Its definition is prob- describes the process by which an infant begins to recognise the failure of its omnipotence and the preponderance of the objective world into which it was born and in which it must survive. That is, the process which entails 'the move away from selfcontainment and relating to subjective objects into the realm of object-usage.' 9 In the former state of 'self-containment,' transitional objects point the way to the latter realm of objectivity. Since the infant at the stage of 'self-containment' does not separate itself from the world in which it finds itself, the way it relates to objects is 6 Ibid., p. 201. 7 Ibid. It should be noted that by 'prosody,' Wilkinson refers to the entire gamut of formal aspects of versification, not simply metrics. There appears no barometer of value in the essay that would determine which poems are worth following and which are not, save the bracketed concession that 'not just any poem' is capable of delivering the results obtained by following, for example, Celan or Shelley. 8 D.W. Winnicott, Psycho-Analytic Explorations, ed. Clare Winnicott, Ray Shepherd and Madeleine Davis (London: Karnac Books, 1989), pp. 218-227. 9 Ibid., p. 220. necessary paradoxical: 'the baby creates the object, but the object was there waiting to be created and to become a cathected object.' 10 The object is thus both found and created by the baby, for whom an answer to the question ' did you create that or did you find it?' is impossible to elicit. 11 Object-use follows object-relating in the developmental sequence, and necessitates the sundering of self-containment by gradual incursion of the outside world into the baby's field of omnipotent, paradoxical creativity. However, suggests Winnicott, between object-relating and object-use 'is the most difficult thing, perhaps, in human development,'
or the most irksome of all the early failures that come for mending. This thing that there is in between relating and use is the subject's placing of the object outside the area of the subject's omnipotent control; that is, the subject's perception of the object as an external phenomenon, not as a projective entity, in fact recognition of it as an entity in its own right.
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If this recognition is achieved, Winnicott continues, 'then the object is destroyed by the subject' -and equally, 'the destruction of the object places the object outside the area of the subject's omnipotent control.' 13 Emotional development involves this second paradox as part and parcel of maturation: it is the complex of transition between omnipotent infant and developmental subject. Adaptation to the reality principle means recognising the survival of the ' destroyed' object, and the perpetuation of the cycle of destruction and survival that goes on in unconscious fantasy once the subject begins 'to live a life in the world of objects.' 14 The fact that the object survives the infant's destruction of it 'places the object outside the area of objects set up by the subject's projective mental mechanisms,' and thus ' a world of shared reality is 10 Ibid., p. 221. place, but because of how it takes place. Following a poem is an experience that wants to be true to 'the way the poetry works,' to the thinking that poetry does, and is. 22 Following a poem also wants to be untrue to the world in which such a reading must take place, since it imagines that such a reading might instantiate 'a reality beyond the exploitation of objects,' one beyond the state of affairs in which relations, subject-or object-, are pervaded by commodification. 23 'Bare-faced translation of the object into a field demarcated and dominated by the needs of the writer or the lover, turns away from reality.' 24 Following a poem does not, since it insists on the acknowledgement, if not the endorsement, of that reality, the reality of the poem's autonomy and of its production of meaning in the service of the projective mechanisms of inherited reading practices. The needs of the reader following a poem are organised under the desire for wholeness, for replenishment, for restoration. The reader following the poem wants to be useful to the poem without exploiting it, so that the poem in turn can point the way to a relationship with reality that is mutually corroborative, beneficial and pleasurable. These are erotic needs and erotic desires. The name 'intersubjectivity' in 'Following the Poem,' is, in one sense, a description of love -not a definitive description, but a description nonetheless -and the kind of close reading which takes place under the sign of 'intersubjectivity' is one that advocates the abandonment of hard-andfast categorical distinctions, including subjective ones, in favour of the hybridity of loving reciprocity.
'Following the Poem' is a stylised piece of short prose adapted from a lecture.
As such it would be wise to acknowledge the risk of over-reading into its argument what may simply be the results of metaphorical cross-pollination over the course of describing a type of readerly attention to prosodic detail. But the attention so described seems to powerfully reflect confirmation of the loved object's worthiness, and the hard-won ' edge-world of intersubjectivity' thereby arrived at exudes an erotic power of theoretical and corporal transformation, wherein the binary categories of self and other, subject and object, cognitive and sensual, collapse. rium. Wholeness is denied to each voice as much as to the dyadic structure of 'you'
and 'me,' who are represented as a dysfunctional non-unit. A 'nothing's opposite' is split apart and, hydra-like, becomes 'The character' and 'the nullity,' both of which 'bleed with unfinished business.' This is followed by a mimetic act of cancellation, as the seemingly non-sequitous 'You put your head on the rails to hear the spot' follows the double line-break. The poem glibly alludes to its own strict formality in the last stanza, 'A party's in full swing at the end of this line,' but we are simultaneously blocked off from whatever sociality and communication we might find there, or here, since 'no voice talks to you in the foreground.' The presence, and thus capacity for interaction, of embodied selves is announced by their annihilation in the moment of their attempted utterance: 'no voice,' 'lips torn away.' The ' old connection' is that between the ' categories' of mother and child, lover and lover, subject and object, arranged in a formally distinct pattern of syllabically consistent lines (all are between 10 and 13 syllables long) in which all are equally disbarred from knowing, or even recognising, each other. But in any case, as the poem intones in a mock-concession to cliché political wisdom, 'No-one holds to categories,' and any who claim to do so are faking it, ready to find 'truth at the end of a false trail.' Everyone (and everything)
is categorically on their own, in solitary dissolution and disrepair.
The three questions of the first stanza are not rhetorical -they simply go unanswered, left off and abandoned. In the context of the interplay of voices struggling for expression throughout the book, they exceed through sheer traumatised belligerence the rhetorical figure that would contain them, demanding to be fed the answers they will not receive. The opening emphatic syllabic utterance, repeatedly deployed throughout the poems in Proud Flesh, is also a figure of excess The 'intense inane,' the 'formless void of infinite space,' as Donald Reiman glosses it, is apostrophised to witness the horrific 'pranks' of the male gaze 'shearing a torso out of fierce love.' In this passage, the penultimate poem of the book and thus the book's structural climax, the ' our' of ' our pranks' channels the evidence of 'poetic speech itself' in a similar manner to that noted above by the frequent 'O's,' by referring to the male subject and the history of male-dominated love poetry simultaneously. It is a history which Proud Flesh seeks to confront and critique rather than to escape, in order to sabotage from the inside out the wounded and wounding nature of the love lyric. One of the arguments of Proud Flesh is that the very genre of the love address, when left to fester without due care and attention, becomes a persuasion fraught with the history of domination, ' a lax spring/explaining out its function // like a dis-39 Proud Flesh, p. 48, p. 71, p. 50. 40 The Lyric Touch, p. 210.
eased heart' as the final poem of the volume puts it. 42 The 'intense inane' is an appropriately endless void to preside over infantile lyric subjects flailing about ad infinitum in mutual antagonism. But there is a more pressing irony to 'intense inane''s usage here, which can be explored by examining its history. In Shelley's poem the phrase is used at a critical juncture during the last lines of the Spirit of the Hour's speech at the close of Act III. Shelley's lines here begin as an image of mankind liberated from the machinations of domination, and end up spiralling into the stars:
Exempt from awe, worship, degree, -the King Over himself; just, gentle, wise-but man:
Passionless? no-yet free from guilt or pain Which were, for his will made, or suffered them,
Nor yet exempt, though ruling them like slaves, From chance and death and mutability,
The clogs of that which else might oversoar
The loftiest star of unascended Heaven
Pinnacled dim in the intense inane. you just beg for the whole self again to throw away for this you will stop with no pleach.
48
This poem reads like an auto-critical coda to Proud Flesh's last lines, in which the ' diseased heart' is ' abandon[ed] to the last flutter' in a sacrificial moment of resignation. 49 The short lines trip and spill over each other clumsily but yearningly, the palpable caesura between 'you' and ' cannot' producing a densely affective line-break that seems to militate tenderly against the more brutally efficient incisions that Proud Flesh inflicts, and which are sometimes equally as palpably abyssal, sundering lines instead of drawing them together. 'A Thread,' by contrast, sings on its own terms a minuscule song of dedication to the preparatory wholeness it will not stop desiring.
The requisite gaudy trash of reality, ' a few twigs a bit of/multi-coloured wood' fail to prevent the embarrassing 'snaggle' from pausing just long enough before 'hitching'
for another heavy caesura, this time aided by an ever-so-slight indentation, to instantiate a sensation of depth out of all proportion with the weight of the poem on the page. But the cuts return sharper than ever, and the last stanza's division of ' again'
into ' a -/gain' admonishes with an accusation of greed the desire to 'stop with no pleach.' The hyphen mocks the previous stanzas' iterations of pregnant pauses even as it produces, for the briefest of moments in the time of reading, the most eloquent symbol of their commitment to continuity. 'Humanity'/s the alternate self-same, never so complete/Opposite which opposites packet to grip // in a cannibalised topographical sheet of latex.' See further Simon Jarvis' wonderful commentary on these lines: 'The scission of humanity just at its elision with being, the copula, produces a kind of paraintonational squeak or gulp where an apostrophe is invited, impossibly, to end the line, as though 'the human' were to reside not in that ancient heirloom, the rationality of the rational animal, but in this paralinguistic gasp. It is as if in the poem's so-called technique were registered both the nullity of current soundings of the words freedom and humanity, and the falsehood of the despair which would therefore delete them.' Simon Jarvis, 'Unfree Verse: John Wilkinson's The Speaking Twins,' in Paragraph, Vol. 33 (July 2010), pp. 280-295. by dint of its deletion, the sickly-sounding 'no pleach' that ends the poem. The subject survives by being told it will never stop needing to try to survive, since it must try to survive by always needing more than the world is prepared to give. In this address, in this telling admonition, is proof of the world it will enter in the form of the concession to reality demanded and extracted by that world.
The 'shared reality' 'Following the Poem' begs for, the mutual interconnectivity signified by 'pleach,' is established by 'A Thread,' not as a condition of the apostrophised subject's wholeness, but at its cost. Intersubjectivity is the price paid for poetic labour's radical hybridity of the sound of embattled desire and the refutation of its implied idealism. Wilkinson's poetry, in this sense, enacts the bare survival of desire in the face of a world built on the continuation of the strict apportionment of its barbarically unequal objects. No 'healed and full being[s]' enter into the poetry's internal economy because they are systematically disbarred from entering it, and they are so because the poetry's commitment to the world into which its broken subjects come crashing involves an attempt to do justice to a shared reality in which refuses its own subjects, is instructive: it illustrates both a desire and the social reality from which that desire emerges, the same reality in which that desire falls catastrophically short of realisation. Adorno noted painfully that 'There is tenderness only in the coarsest demand: that no-one shall go hungry any more.' 51 Between John Wilkinson's poetry and his poetics exists another such vulgar imperative: that humans should survive long enough to begin living.
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